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INTRODUCTION
The Caribbean has had to overcome many
storms in the recent past, a strong one
is what has come as the result of the social-sanitary crisis, aggravated by the new
coronavirus.

Meanwhile, in Latin America, we have over
1,015,606 confirmed cases of coronavirus and around 399,477 deaths have been
registered (as of June 02, by Johns Hopkins Resource Center and CARICOM observatory). In the 33 countries and Caribbean states, around 28,794 confirmed cases
have been registered along with little over
918 deaths, as of June 02nd.

The Caribbean region, has been particularly and consecutively struck by a series
of natural phenomena such as hurricanes,
earthquakes, epidemics and tornados. It
has also been attacked by foreign potencies, which under diverse hostile means
have prompted takeovers, invasions, colonization, commercial blockades and, as if
it wasn’t enough, on top of the collective
happenings that have impacted the Caribbean population, the sanitary emergency
exacerbated by COVID-19 must be added
to the list.

Nevertheless, the main concern over the
advancement of this pandemic is now centered on Haiti. According to the updated
data be the States to the World Health Organization (WHO), this past Monday, May
25th, Haiti and Dominican Republic were
declared to be on stage 4 of communitarian transmission, the last and most delicate phase of SARS-CoV-2, the source of
COVID-19.

The Caribbean, because of its natural allure, is a highly coveted tourism destination, however, the halt of all economic activities regarding tourism has meant
thousands of layoffs, that being one of the
most important activities in the region, it
will have an unprecedented impact. This
field employs approximately 2,5 million
people, and according to Caribbean Development Bank, it encompasses around 30
and 50% of the region’s economy. Furthermore, the impact of this social-sanitary crisis deals a particularly harsh blow to small
insular estates, deeply indebted and with
undiversified economies.

In a parallel to Haiti and Dominican Republic’s reality, other 8 Caribbean States,
(Cuba, Jamaica, Guyana, Bahamas, Barbados, Antigua and Barbuda, Granada and
Dominica) are currently in stage 3, meaning they have geographically localized contagion focal points and epidemiological
nexus; and finally, in stage 2 of “sporadic
cases”, we have six countries: Trinidad and
Tobago, Belize, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent
and the Grenadines, Saint Kitts and Nevis,
Suriname and the rest of the Oriental Caribbean territories.
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It is important to note that the arrival of the
pandemic to the Caribbean has had different responses. Cuba, as an exception, bears
proof of the importance of a sound health
system that has effectively undertaken the
sanitary emergency provoked by the new
coronavirus, however, in other islands, the
crisis has exposed their political weaknesses and highlighted the socioeconomical inequalities that exacerbate even further the
sanitary situation of these people.

In this current Bulletin, as Jubilee South/
Americas Network, we will share some reflections that demonstrate that ancestral knowledge, culture and solidarity are
nowadays much more indispensable to
strengthen the resilience that has been historically known to characterize the Caribbean people.
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HAITI
Beyond the sanitary crisis, a global crisis, a chaotic and irresponsible
management, somber perspectives. Imperious and urgent necessity for
popular self-organization in every communitarian level.
– Camille Chalmers –
If we evaluate Haiti’s economy and social indicators
from the stand point of
standard western traditional development, this nation
would be one of the most
unequal and impoverished
of the world. However, we
must also take into consideration the know-how and
cultural life-style, the workforce and geographical location potential.
In these circumstances, the
current social-sanitary crisis aggravates Haiti’s vulnerability facing the lack

of supplies, the shortage
of food as consequence of
numerous tragedies caused
by natural phenomena, and
adding the inequality as a
direct result from corruption. The sum of all these
factors, leaves the Haitian
people in a state of defenselessness in the face of
an imminent humanitarian
crisis that threatens, once
again, the lives of thousands of Haitians.
As recounted by Camille
Chalmers, Haitian professor, director of Haitian
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Platform for an Alternative Development (PAPDA)
and articulator for Jubilee
South/ Americas Network
in the Caribbean, Haiti is
being heavily struck by the
new phase of the economic
and financial crisis currently shaking the world. A crisis with nefarious history,
since mid-2019, a recession
and a violent financial crisis
was already anticipated for
the period 2020-2021 as a
consequence of the market
operation and the logic of
financial and transnational
capitalism.
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What they are trying to hide: the new coronavirus is not the worst killer

According
to
professorfirst appearance of SARSChalmers,
“The
predomi-Cov2 there were already
nant mediatic discourse is 200 million unemployed
trying to fool us explaining in the world, 2,000 million
that the actual collapse is people – 60% of the ecodue to the single cause of nomically active populathe coronavirus pandemic. tion – work in the informal
However, it is evident that sector in scandalous conthis pandemic unmasks the ditions of precariousness.
aberration, the monstrosity Capitalism kills millions of
and unsustainability of the people every year in work
capitalist system in gener- related accidents, malnutrial and its neoliberal logic in tion, and imperialist wars.”
particular”.
The second consequence
Chalmers directs his as-pointed out by Chalsignations towards two mers,
highlights
the
consequences
products fragility of human
of the capitalist order. The lives’
health,
in
first stems from the state mentioning that “Just in
of economic insecurity by 2019,
malaria
killed
pointing that “Before the 405.000
people,
tuber-culosis
killed
1.452.000,

malnutrition, which affects
nearly one thousand million
people, killed 3.500.000
people and 525.000 girls
and boys under 5 years old
died for preventable causes
like diarrhea related to the
deplorable living conditions
of their families.” On
that thought,
Chalmers
adds
that “It is clear
COVID-19 es far from
being the biggest killer in
a world in which every 2
minutes a boy or girl
dies of disease, starva-tion
and at the same time,
allows
2.000
multimillion-aires to enjoy
the 2/3 of hu-manity’s
wealth.”

COVID-19, is an anti-neoliberal pandemic

Neo-liberalism is not solely reduced to an economical doctrine, through its
logic it sustains the structures upon which it consolidates its politics with the
resolve to guarantee the
necessary hegemony towards privileged minorities.

In this line, neoliberalism,
through mediatic corporations colonize the minds
with the unique discourse
that imposes this system as
an absolute truth to understand the world, assigning
it as a natural order to legitimize the proceedings of
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exclusive
politics
that
bene-fits a few in detriment
of the majorities’ interests.
Never-theless,
this
situation of so-cial-sanitary
emergency
has
left
neoliberal paradigms in a
crisis.
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From the perspective of the
analysis of the PAPDA, this
pandemic comes to represent a deathly blow to the
neoliberal ideology’s dogmas, macroeconomic politics and public politics that
have been imposed on to us
since the beginnings of the
80’s.
The analysis, highlights the 3 main failures of the neoliberal system that will be explained
next:
The dogma of prioritizing always the market,
the capital and its necessities:

The brutal interruption of the supply chains
shows the extreme vulnerability linked to
the commercial liberation and the need to
apply, against what neoliberals expound, a
strategy on feeding sovereignty that places
the populations vital needs as priority and
guides the productive system towards production of essential goods for the general

welfare. It is easy to understand the dramatic consequences of the foreseeable
scarcity for a country that nowadays imports cereal products valued in over 400
million dollars annually from the U.S.A. (in
comparison with the level of importation of
5 million dollars from the U.S.A. in 1968).

Promised lies on privatization and commercialization,
in public services in particular.

Trapped within a wave of un-precedented
processes, privatization and commercialization have led to a collapse of the public
health system. We testify how in the global north of things, the reduction of health
services resulted in the loss of thousands
of people’s lives in a few weeks. It is directly

related to the dismantling of public health
services, the removal of many beds, staff
reductions and the conversion of hospitals
into vulgar enterprises administered according to the logic of classic management
and dominium over beneficial reason in
pharmaceutical industries.
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In Haiti, the situation is much worse with
a state that invest very little capital in public health services (4% of the national budget). The Ministry of Public Health – which
is treated like a poor relative – is financed
in over 64% by international cooperation.
The Haitian state, invests only 13 dollars per
capita per year, in medical attention, leaving the brunt of the bill to the families who
undertake over 30% of their expenses.

provide partial free services. The actual crisis demonstrates once again that health is a
public fundamental good and that only the
public sector is able to satisfy this collective necessity. In fact, almost every country affected by this pandemic has had to
seize complete or partial control over private health institutions and has had to offer
free and socialized services to the affected
population.

In contrast, Dominican Republic and Cuba
invest 180 y 781 dollars per capita per year
respectively. However, in Haiti, not only is
the expenditure on health insufficient, it is
also reduced every year by the government
of Jovenel Moïse.

The actual crisis requires a radical change
in the orientations of public politics to prioritize as deserved, the public health system, which is the only one capable of guaranteeing the right to health for all.
We must not keep accepting the fact that
70% of our population doesn’t have access
to basic sanitary attention.

In our country, 93% of sanitary institutions fracture their expenses to users, and
even so-called public institutions only

Defense of life is not a priority for the
masters of the great capital.

COVID-19 crisis shows we must prioriti-

We must fight the monstrous unbridled
commercialization of all the aspects of social life, otherwise, we will advance resolutely towards a collective suicide.

ze defending life over the interests of the
masters of the capital. It is vital to rupture

with the centrality of the financial capital
agenda, promoted as alpha and omega and
represented as the “natural way of things”
over the bases of a daily propaganda by hegemonic media.
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How has been the Haitian government’s response to the COVID-19 crisis?

Since March 19th, the Haitian government,
through the president of the republic and
his ministers, has moved into the offensive.
In spite of the creation of a permanent information center on the pandemic since
March 16, 2020, government issued communications have been insufficient, demagogic, confusing and inadequate. It clearly
reflects an unacceptable amateurism and
lightness of power facing the real needs of
the population to an extreme level of dependency dictates and schemes prioritized
by imperialists. A de facto government that

seems entirely disconnected from national realities and continues to act with contempt towards popular culture.
It’s important to note that Haiti did not officially declare the first cases in their territory until the March 19th. The coronavirus
outbreak was announced through an official declaration by the government of the
People’s Republic of China on December
31st, 2019 and the pandemic has been confirmed by the WHO since March 12th.

Nothing was done to find collective solutions
that prioritized the defense of life

The Haitian government has enjoyed the
huge privilege of having had nearly three
months to prepare and set in motion the
right mechanisms to better protect the

Haitian population, benefiting from the
mistakes and successes of other countries
in this fight. Yet, nothing of substance was
made in the topics of:

~~Providing each province’s capital city with the strategic goods and
equipment to fight the coronavirus. We’re thinking of food, drinking
water, personal protection equipment for the sanitary personnel, oxygen, gloves, masks and hydroalcoholic liquid.
~~Making a call to universities and secondary studies institutes to prepare and mobilize groups of voluntaries willing to support the population and sanitary personnel in the event of an epidemic outbreak.
~~Mobilizing specifically retired and medicine students to guarantee
their availability.
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~~Establishing adequate quarantine centers and ensuring repairs to edifices and mobiliary of hospitals. The disrepair and insalubrity that
takes precedence in some public hospitals can still be seen today.
~~Organizing training seminars for technical, scientific and psychologic
preparation of the sanitary personnel.
~~Negotiating work conditions and professional benefits with the management of sanitary establishments, in particular, payment of delayed
salaries and providing bonifications associated with possible overwork situations.
~~Appealing to the diaspora so that Haitian medics, nurses and laboratory technicians living abroad could return to reinforce the public
health system with short term contracts of specified duration.
~~Taking specific measures to support elderly people and those who suffer from chronic illnesses that could aggravate their situation in case
of contamination with COVID-19, besides confronting the problem of
homeless people, specially children in the streets.
~~Negotiating with the government of Dominican Republic a joint management of the crisis in the border to protect both populations habiting the island.
~~Negotiating with CARICOM countries for a unified management in regional level.
~~Negotiating with syndicates, the banking system, employers and agricultural organizations about the collective safety methods and financial management during the crisis.

The measures presented during the first
announcement were adopted without any
discussion with the pertaining sectors, and
they were made aware of them through the
press. And so, the president of the Republic
reaffirms his dictatorial tendencies and the
known method of “The President has spoken, period.”

It is evident that after 2 long years of political crisis, the government is trying to
build a new legitimacy from a crisis characterized by the total rejection of all virtual sectors of the country, by illegal and
unconstitutional elections and attacks to
the respect of human life performed by a
de facto and incompetent executive. The
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current initiatives are at risk of leading to a
certain failure due to the amateurism, irresponsibility and operation based on clans
formed by state authorities.

cooperation. The available information,
in the OCHA web page in particular, show
that over 90% of the funds needed are not
available. The transactions of cash transference and food distribution does not seem
to be based in trustworthy information that
guarantees the continuity of such subsidies
and distributions in the upcoming months.

The adopted measures and the instructions
by the government have been received
with reserve and skepticism by the population, that has no motive to trust leaders
who have lost all credibility and use lying
as their main communication and governing tool. Many in the public even question
the existence of the disease in our territory,
a feeling amplified by certain testimonies
like Roody Roodboy’s. This reaction of distrust is reinforced, of course, with fantastic
communications que only rest or express a
political propaganda that is quite awkward
that reminds us of the management of the
situation post-earthquake, or the aftermath
of Hurricane Matthew in 2016.

Many sectors have already formulated accusations of corruption, the organization
known as ECC (Ensemble Contre la Corruption – Group Against Corruption) is
amongst them, given the grey areas that
surround the importation of several millions of U.S. dollars in goods and equipment from China to fight against the spread
of the pandemic in Haiti, from which 18
million U.S. dollars have already been payed
out without respecting the principles of
good management and good government.

The government has adopted an unclear
communication about expenses used in response to this crisis by the public treasury
o by the granted financing by the international financial institutions and bi-lateral

Therefore, we can question the qualifications of the selected enterprise, PREBLE-RISH Haiti S.A., which is close to PHTK
and has no scientific knowledge in the field
of medicine and healthcare, besides being
indexed in the reports from the CSCCA for
corruption.
This type of contract, that has not been
presented to the CSCCA or CNMP, could be
executed advantageously by state organisms. The selection of products, volumes
and amounts requested were not made in
consultation with the scientific unit. The
alimentary kits, which recall scandalous
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episodes of overcharging, prioritize imported products and are distributed in chaotic conditions with the active participation

of gang leaders supposedly wanted by the
Haitian National Police.

Denounces and questioning from the Civil Society

All government interventions are inappropriate. Several onlookers comment, with due
reason, of bleary copies of decisions made by rich countries without any concern for the
life conditions and culture of Haitian population. We would like to point out several of
them:
1. Contingency measures, indispensable nowadays, can only be generalized after adequate modification and complimentary measures:

a.
b.

c.

d.

e.

Providing temporary reception installations por citizens living in the street of in
precarious living conditions by a density of 4 to 5.000 people per km2.
Specific measures for agents working in the non-structured sector that earn their
living day to day and cannot accumulate food reserves. In these cases, foreseeing a
meaningful reduction of commuting and interpersonal interactions along with the
enforcement of this measures.
How to launch a contention campaign in the middle of the Haitian rural country?
A farmer must awaken everyday to milk his cows, feed his cattle, planting his fields
in the rainy season, de-weed his crops and tend to his growing crops. Of course,
the precaution measures must be adopted with the realities of the rural lifestyle in
mind.
To launch a confinement campaign without having these things in mind shows a
clear lack of comprehension to our reality and solidifies the constant structural divorce between the political system, its characters and the daily reality of the
population.
How can we dare to conform a “Scientific Unit” for this crisis, without integrating
traditional medicine and Haitian investigators the have worked exhaustively on this
ancient knowledge that has greatly contributed to the people’s health service? This
is another extreme manifestation of repulsion towards popular culture.
How can we dare to announce through the voice of the Nacional Ministry of Education that the school programs will continue through communication media and
social media in a country where the fraction of internet users is too low (only 7% of
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homes have internet connection) and less than 25% of the population is connected
to the electric network?
2. The indecisiveness and numerous contradictions have characterized the announcements and decisions made by the de facto government. We cite 3 examples that demonstrate that this government is unable to efficiently manage this crisis and is not really interested in defending the lives of our compatriots.

a.

b.

c.

A few days after announcing the closure of enterprises on all free zones and general confinement, the government backtracked and agreed to re-open these enterprises to almost 50% of the workforce and adopted a full re-opening on April
20th. This measure, enforced in the middle of the containment period, was adopted to keep providing the American market with medical clothes, defying the heavy
threats of massive contamination that face the employees working without any
protective measures and without modifying the production lines to accommodate
the need for “physical distancing”. Some incomplete measures would be enforced
too late and all syndicate centrals have denounced this crime against the life of the
workers, who once again are at risk of being sacrificed at the altar to the benefit
of the powerful and the necessities of the American market. The OPS director, recently declared that “the best recommendation against COVID-19 is still physical
distancing. Any attempt of relaxing these measures must be taken under total precaution and can lead to a worse pandemic in America”.
Jovenel Moïse’s government has convened that the deportation procedures of
Haitian citizens from the U.S.A. must be continued, even when they are now the
epicenter of the pandemic with the highest number of confirmed cases, 1.681.418
up until May 27th, and the highest death toll of 98.929 to date. This government,
completely submitted to imperialist dictates, has not even had the courage to ask
for an extension in regards to these expulsions during the crisis.
While dozens of Haitians flee Dominican Republic to return home, the basic principles for the protection of Haitian citizens in any circumstances demand that they
pay in advance the cost of their quarantine, which is causing dramatic situations for
those who do not have the means to pay the required amount.

The crisis provoked by COVID-19 from the sanitary, economic, social, environmental and
political stand point, once again calls for the revision of the relation with the country, its
reality, its culture, and to walk away from the neoliberal model, that only destroys the response capacity against the disasters it provokes.
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PAPDA recommendations

With the previous in mind, PAPDA believes the following recommendations are
appropriate:
1. The pandemic, that up till May 27th has caused the death of 1.684.173 people around

the world, constitutes a grave menace to the Haitian population. Everything and anything
must be done to stop the spread of this virus, which in the current conditions of economic and institutional collapse, would be capable to trigger a true catastrophe amongst the
Haitian population.
2. The government must increment the testing capacity and establish analysis centers in

the 10 departments along with developing a clear and known procedure to localize infected individuals and their contacts.
3. The population must be able to organize at communitarian level to defend and protect

themselves.
4. Specific and rigorous measures must be set in place in every stance in which direct inte-

raction amongst people constant: public transportation, public markets, supermarkets, lottery banks, cellphone minute re-charge sellers, banking institutions, certain state entities,
etc. Public markets, banking institutions and transference payment offices should expand
their attention hours to reduce to a minimum the risk of overpopulation.
5. Agriculture. In the midst of an agricultural and alimentary crisis as a direct result of the

COVID-19 emergency, PAPDA believes it is urgent for the Haitian state to adopt the following measures:

a.
b.

c.

Supporting familiar farming, providing inputs, seeds, agricultural tools, materials
and necessary supervision for the production of tubers, beans, fishing, cattle and
other products with high demand on the local market.
Discussing and signing agreements with organizations and agricultural movements, fishing and cattle associations of the whole country for the use and development of the expanse of agricultural land that is of public dominion to guarantee
the supply of consumable products for the local market in the upcoming days.
Supporting cooperative organizations that produce, process and commercialize
agricultural products when it comes to credit, equipment and training, with the
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d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

i.
j.
k.

purpose to increase their capacity to supply the Haitian market with quality and
quantity.
Establishing, along with the BRH and consulting with agricultural representatives, a
credit mechanism simplified to empower agricultural production with a guarantee
of purchase from the government.
Launching, with the participation of agricultural representatives, mini-irrigation
systems for the fertile plains and a vast program for cleaning the existent ones.
Establishing a public system for purchase of agricultural products as part of the alimentary packages distribution for Haitian homes, that will also replace the existing
ones in hospitals, prisons, asylums, etc.
Establishing new inter-regional transport and commercialization mechanisms
trough Madan Sara to maximize fast connectivity between production areas and
the main hubs of urban consumption.
Creating a work group that deals with alimentary sovereignty in the country with
the participation of CNSA, INARA, the 4G Coalition, agricultural organizations and
movements, ONGs and agricultural support institutions, to present within 15 days
a multitude of programs to be set into effect to face the profound alimentary and
nutritional crisis that looms in the near future.
Requesting OMC and Cariforum, within the stipulations of APE, a postponement of
the agreements of commerce liberation that will allow for massive investments in
national production and the protection of productive and industrial segments.
Declaring a postponement to all agreements that ruin the efforts to promote national production.
Not accepting the conditions of international financial entities que prevent the
elaboration of a self - development plan capable of taking into account the interests of national economic entities and the majority of the population.

It is likely that COVID-19 crisis will be very painful for Haitian population. As many authors
confirm, it is probable that many things will change permanently in the situation post
COVID-19.
The decisive item will be the effectiveness of the responses built in this difficult moment
by the organizations of the Haitian society. The PAPDA salutes numerous initiatives that
have been set in motion by the communities that show notable vitality and creativity.
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PAPDA hopes that this painful experience will pave the way for a renovation in our country, who must overcome this test and emerge stronger than ever. This will depend on our
lucidity, our courage, our ability to find unitarian solutions of the progressive forces, our
consistency to bond the fight against the coronavirus with the global struggle for systemic
change that our claiming movements strongly cry out for, specially since July 2018, our
confidence in solidarity and our popular culture, our capacity to invent a future that will be
build upon the bases of a radical rupture, a vision decidedly anti-capitalist that places life
in the center of social regulation mechanisms.
Camille Chalmers
Executive Director of PAPDA and Caribbean Articulator
for Jubilee South /Americas Network
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TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
The permanent vigilance of syndicates to defend safe
working environments.
The Republic of Trinidad
and Tobago is comprised
of six islands located in
the delta of Orinoco River,
north of the South American continent, in front of
the coast of Venezuela. The
territory, has a long history
of social unrest demanded
by syndicalist activity.
Trinidad
and
Tobago’s
economy is built on basic
products, tourism and hydrocarbons. As such, the
impact of the pandemic on

its commerce is crucial. The
downfall of petroleum and
natural gas prices affect the
country directly.
Some recent instability focal points are those generated by the presence of
powerful
transnationals,
constant tensions and critiques towards the military
base of Chaguaramas installed since World War II
and the rise of criminal activities linked to drug and
weapon trafficking, with

diverse citizen strategies in
place to face and change
the situation.
COVID-19 cases are low
compared to other countries and territories in the
region. Physical distancing, quarantines and other restrictive measures, are
necessary part of the social
response to the crisis, however, it carries great economic uncertainty to many
due to the closing of many
businesses, an increment in
lay-offs, social and sanitary
vulnerability for thousands
of workers and families.
Kandis Sebro, leader in Oilfields Workers’ Trade Union
- OWTU – from Trinidad
and Tobago, explained to
Jubilee South / Americas
Network what the social,
political and economic situation is in her country
due to the coronavirus
pandemic, along with the
workers situation and the
acquiring debt of government facing the crisis.
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Re-opening of the country and workers’ protection against
COVID-19 concerns leader in Trinidad and Tobago.

According to Kandis Sebro “In order to attempt to
slow down the spread, like
in other countries, in this
moment the people must
stay at home, only essential
services are working, and
many others are losing their
jobs because of the lack
of work available, which
in turn aggravates the social-sanitary and alimentary
crisis”.
Actually, the country faces the loss of thousands of
work opportunities due to
the cancelation of events
and uncertainty, great are
the challenges to adapt to
remote work that is only
available for certain sectors.
Trinidad and Tobago, along
with the rest of the region, deals with the consequences of the damages to
the chain of supply, which
leaves in the open the
weaknesses in the production ways and systems of
enterprises and businesses
that in great part soon ran
out of resources needed to

face the social-sanitary crisis. Because of it, the costs
and consequences were
transmitted to their workers
and collaborators, resulting in unemployment and
social vulnerability of the
families, worsening their
susceptibility to the new
coronavirus.
According to the syndicate
leader, “There are many
medium sized enterprises that cannot assume the
cost and there are others
that do not want to assume
the cost, they are sending
people to stay home and do
not want to pay their salaries. For all the people who
work on temporary contracts or in precarious situations there are no jobs
at this moment, therefore
of course there are many
people without resources.
There is a government issued help for the salary, but
it is not much and it does
not reach all families”, she
said.
Until May 26th, Trinidad and
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Tobago reports 116 confirmed cases and 8 deaths,
amongst the government
measures in place there
have been variations in their
strictness due to moments
of re-opening of economic
activities, that has translated to an increase of cases
for which several sectors
still remain closed.
According to the monitoring made by the syndicates, the syndical leader
expounded that since the
economy began partially
re-opening prioritizing essential sectors “There are
enterprises that requested
permission to return to their
labors, prioritizing their
commercial interests, we
remain in constant vigilance
to ensure they guarantee
the protective conditions
and safe work environment”, she explained.
Another of Sebro’s observations, is the concern
over diverse ongoing indebtment procedures. According to Trinidad and
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Tobago’s Central Bank, the
political debt of the country
is worth 63.2% of the GDP.
The country is the third

Caribbean state with the
highest debt percentage
with the IMF.

About the perspective of
the country’s indebtment
facing COVID-19, the syndical leader reports that
this year, before the social-sanitary crisis, the government increased the
public debt with a loan to
the Latin-American Bank,
as observed in the previous
graphic.

will imply that the country
will invest more resources
into returning these criminal interests than in recovering and diminishing
the impacts generated by
the economic paralysis experienced during the social-sanitary crisis.

The percentage of indebtment has increased considerably, a tendency that
has begun to rise in the last
6 years. This struggle, if not
investigated and reversed

Kandis Sabro explains “Besides that, money has been
taken from our reserves.
There where many people
speaking up about what
changed during the years
in which we won’t have
enough to pay for that new
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loan. We have to find a way
to move forward in defense
of all forms of life, protection of families who lost
their jobs and incomes.
What is worse, there was
not much discourse or explanation towards the population from the authorities,
about what they are planning to do about the debt
problem” she said. The syndicalist leader highlights
the importance of giving
value to the economic factor, since it is a nation that
depends on petroleum,
just as she urges on the
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importance of acquisition
of new sanitary equipment
to optimize the attention
plan from the health system
towards the people affected by the pandemic.
During these months of
emergency caused by the
pandemic and the standstill
for all economic activities,
political party polemics are
on the rise, since 2020 for
Trinidad and Tobago is an
electoral year. The opposition has sought to gain terrain by promoting polemic and exacerbating a hate
and fear speech against
neighboring Venezuela.
To this, the leader adds,

“It is a critical moment for
the country because they
are opening everything in
the middle of the pandemic and now remains to be
seen what the real situation is, although of course,
we must look towards the
economy because we depend on petroleum and the
prices for it have fluctuated
a lot. We must find resources to guarantee access to
quality universal health for
everyone too. In that balance, we must observe
minutely the moment, to
perceive what will change
because we have already
seen what happened with
other countries when they
started opening without
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guaranteeing their people’s
protection, it only generated a huge increment
of COVID-19 cases” she
remarked.
For the Oilfields Workers
Trade Union (OWTU), it is
now their priority to oversee that enterprises and
employers guarantee safe
conditions for their employees, workers and families they attend to. They
have also led solidarity actions to ensure food for
families needing it the most.
According to the leader, the syndicate sector is
fighting to safeguard the
life of those who work in
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indispensable areas for the
country, remaining under
constant monitoring and
denouncing ruptures in
the safety measures for the
employees:
“In an electricity enterprise
they wanted all the employees to work and we said
No. It is not possible with
the pandemic, it is a risk for
everyone, it doesn’t make
sense. This is the fight at the
moment.”
In the social movements in
Trinidad and Tobago there
was a group, a national
commission that was to try
and find viable ways to advance against COVID-19,
such as finding collective
solutions to face the high
rates of unemployment, the
closure of work and income
sources for the families,

however, as the syndicate
leader expresses, it was insufficient since there were
important sectors absent
from the discussion, being sensitive and important
ones like agriculture and
youth.
“So, what we did was to denounce this exclusion, of
course, and they organized
themselves to make contributions to the propositions
that came out of this commission. We, as the working sector, are denouncing
everything we don’t like,
what we think doesn’t make
much sense in this moment,
and of course, the women’s
sector is having many forums about the COVID-19
situation because of the
danger that it poses for
the women who are at
home at the moment”, she
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highlights.
Certainly, challenges are
unprecedented in this very
particular situation of a
global pandemic generated by the new coronavirus.
The trials the workers are
facing in defense of their
rights as employees are
huge. The truth is, that it is
imperative for the diverse
voices to maintain as their
main axis human dignity,
organizing responses to this
new scenario where global improvisation stands side
by side with many authority
figures’ indolence.

Kandis Sebro
Union Leader at Oilfields
Workers’ Trade Union
(OWTU),
Trinidad and Tobago.
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CUBA
In the midst of the nefarious blockage imposed by
the United States, the country still stands.
It is impossible to understand Latin-America without taking the Caribbean into consideration as the starting point, as the cornerstone of what has been a whole cluster
of feats and popular rebellions that have
risen flags of dignity wherever the fights
of the American population have been
inspired.

fight for their freedom and ended up in an
independence war, where a popular army
of black and mulatto people defeated Napoleon Bonaparte’s army, conquered their
freedom by abolishing slavery and become
the first politically independent nation of
Latin-America, establishing a fundamental
record for the revolutions that would take
place from then on (1810). In this rebellious
historical line, we arrive to the emblematic
Cuban Revolution of 1959, that represents
a sociopolitical groundbreaker for the population of the region.

Let’s remember, as a solid example, that
the first revolution that Continental Latin-America ever knew was the Haitian
Black Revolution, that started as an upheaval of enslaved people that begun to
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The virus that has evidenced the strength of the Cuban Health System

It is necessary to emphasize the character the Caribbean has as the geopolitical
epicenter to expound in just dimension
what the Cuban revolutionary process has
meant as a historical reason in each context. In good measure, it would explain Cuba’s success in this global social-sanitary
emergency situation that mankind is experiencing with the appearance of the new
coronavirus, especially when this nation,
for its close location to the United States,
has facilitated the contrasting study and
evaluation of two models. The first is that

of a powerful nation, whose management
of the pandemic has been disastrous, being the eye of the hurricane of this plague,
and the other nation, while in disadvantage,
has been the country that has better handled the social-sanitary emergency, presenting excellent results. This, without a
doubt, illustrates the failure of the nation
that establishes itself as the leading model
in the world and demonstrates once again
the historical mission core of Cuba, which
is no other than placing life and dignity in
its center.

Cuba’s strength facing the pandemic in the midst of blockage

The blockage placed on Cuba has been a
permanent aggression over political power
that affects directly the life of Cuban citizens. This action, as blackmail, has the objective to exhaust the revolutionary process
based on the thesis of wear and tear that
this blockage submits to the island’s population, having them endure constant impact to their daily life in the forms of scarcity, shortage and rationing. All of this, for
a series of sanctions that, since 1959, have
placed Cuba as the new example of Latin-Americanism and self-determination.

macro-ecumenical association of Christian
inspiration that accompanies the Cuban
people and their churches in solidarity from
the starting points of popular education,
communication, wholesome service to the
community and the promotion of national
solidarity.
Julia María Fernández, from CMMLK, explains: “We must remember that the blockage is sustained from economic and legal
penalties that affect the life of the Cuban
citizens, that Cuba in its condition as an island – and it is important to understand this
situation is a victim of unilateral decisions
of a government that advocates to become
the master of the world and that is not new.
It fares from 1962 when the missile crisis, that has stretches of greater strain and

We share the messages and reflections
from our mates at the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Memorial Center (CMMLK) in
Cuba, which is part of the Jubilee South/
America Network, and identifies itself as a
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fewer stretches in which certain clarity
in the relationship between Cuba – United States can be perceived”. Certainly, this
aggression that as the time goes by hasn’t
been lifted, has experienced moments of
greater or lesser harshness. About this,
Fernández recognizes the critical stage that
Cuba faces at the moment in remembering
that “For example, during Obama’s government, some agreements and measures
were reached, yet they lasted too short a
time for when Trump took over, this backtracked and this relationship has affected
different aspects of social, economic and
cultural life in the country.”

It is a certainty that the impact of this
blockage is materializing in the shape of
limitations over arrangements of collaborations, academic and scientific exchanges
and the acquisition of supplies. About this,
Julia highlights the following: “For example, the blockage costs Cuba approximately
4 thousand million U.S. dollars a month, all
because of the inability to acquire supplies
in the near-by markets. Let’s remember our
position of isolation as an island, many of
the supplies needed for the elaboration of
medicine or the development of investigations cannot enter Cuba under this law of
extraterritorial character that has been imposed by the United States.” This without
a doubt is overly affecting the economic situation of Cuba in the context of this
pandemic.

About this, Julia illustrates with recent examples what has been the rocky relationship of the United States in its permanent
aggression over the island specifying some
facts, “To name and example, what with
everything transpiring around the covid,
with the solidarity that Cuba has with other countries, with the attention to the Cuban population, and the 30th of April the
embassy of Cuba in New York was attacked,
and no explanation has been given from the
government, no pronouncements about it.
In April too, a ship was coming with medical supplies donated by Chinese friends
and it wasn’t allowed to reach Cuba. Under
what pretexts? Under illegitimate and extraterritorial laws, laws in which the blockage to Cuba is supported, that has prevented the arrival of mechanical ventilators
needed to provide attention to patients
with Covid”.
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Between the blockage and Coronavirus, Cuba reinforces its model

In the actual situation with the new coronavirus, in the search of medicine that
countereffects the pandemic, the government has centralized all its efforts in prevention, attention, treatment, recovering
and re-insertion into social life of the people to minimize the damage dealt. However, while this takes place, other countries
are attacking the Cuban people, this is not
only materializing in the aggressions and
excluding postures of the United States
over the island, it is also evident in the political approach of Latin-American nations
whose leaders, aligned with the Washington consensus, have attacked and under-valued the contribution that Cuban
citizens make in solidarity and internationally. Such is the case of Brazil, when upon
the stepping of Bulsonaro into power, he
expelled medical collaborators, or President Lenin Moreno in Ecuador who is in the
frontline of a country that is today one of
those suffering with greatest intensity the
drama of the pandemic upon finding his
health system collapsed, as has been seen
in the images of Guayaquil, the epicenter of
the crisis in that country where the population has had to resort to burning cadavers on the streets. There is also the example of Bolivia, that stemming from the coup
to Evo, fundamentalist entrepreneurs that
seized power and assigning the power to
the illegitimate Jeannin Añez, expelled the
medical collaborators that had been permanently attending the population until

the rupture of the constitutional thread on
November 11th 2019, with the instauration
of a de facto government of fascist, racist
and patriarchal profile.

About this, Julia recognizes “The impacts
of the blockage in these moments in which
the world and Cuba specifically suffer the
consequences of the pandemic, are inhumane. While in the United States and other countries human life is disregarded, in
Cuba it is tended to, but this attention is
stalled as a result of the blocking actions of
the empire.”
Llanisca Lugo, also from CMMLK, perspectives that “The current Cuban context is a
synthesis of all that means the coronavirus in all its dimensions and the economic
crisis that the country was already fronting when the arrival of the pandemic in
the midst of the reinforcement of the actions of the United States against Cuba,
with an economy that above all, rests in
imports, an industry that is obsolete and
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thoroughly weakened.” In this same line,
Lugo foresees the evaluation that the island
will have to go through once the moment
of the critical emergency of the COVID-19
has passed “The Cuban economy is in the
midst of an important moment of crisis, it
is a challenge because it leaves us deteriorated and we’ll have to evaluate, when all
this is through, the damage that COVID-19
has generated for us, first from the stand
point of human lives, of the people who
lost family members, Cuba has already 81

deaths, but also from the stand point of the
economy.”

The aggression and its paradoxes

Certainly, Cuba’s situation encloses several paradoxes in various levels. On one side,
while Cuba is emphasizing the attention in
the forms of space, community and individuals to save lives within and outside of the
island. “Today, Cuba is once again included
in the list of countries that support terrorism, then one side Cuba saves lives and on
the other Cuba is in a list that refuses – according to them- to combat terrorism and
is included with Iran, North Korea, Syria and
Venezuela” highlights Julia Fernández. Of
course, this carries very clear intentionality
that comprises whole aggressive orchestra
of North-American imperialism in its intention to asphyxiate the Cuban nation, not
only under economic measures, but also
with isolation so that other nations can’t
establish relationships with Cuba, or even
reject Cuban medical help.

the reasons Washington uses to justify the
economic and political aggression on The
Havana is stemmed on implausible arguments, something that Julia reviews “The
argument has always been ridiculous and
unbelievable, and today it is that Cuba shelters militants from the Colombian National
Liberation Army” an argument, by far, truly
inconsistent and as Julia well expresses, ridiculous, if we take into consideration that
Cuba was a key player in the peace process between the FARC insurgents and the
Colombian estate ever since June of 2016,
when the bilateral cease to hostilities was
signed between the army and the farian
guerrilla in Colombia.
Another bullet of the paradox, resides in
the fact that while in Cuba, in spite of its
limitations, dedicates its efforts to fight
the pandemic sending brigades to several
countries in diverse continents even while

Something important to highpoint is that
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facing sanctions, while the one that promotes the sanctions, in this case the United States, puts the region on the brink of an
abys of great proportions with its aggressions of Venezuela, to the point of even offering a bounty for the head of the Venezuelan president Nicolás Maduro, instead
of -since they are willing to waste fundsinvesting it in its own collapsed health
system o supporting docile leaders to the
North-American politics like Lenin Moreno
that governs over a country whose drama
has been widely documented by the population, registering the piling up of cadavers in hospitals, patients collapsing on the
streets and many deceased being incinerated on the streets by the same population in
every corner of Guayaquil City.

On June 1st 1964, Commander Fidel Castro
alerted, before the public opinion, that one
of the ways the United States had to attack the Cuban population would be a bacteriological war, a though that stemmed
from the actions of Sidney Gottlieb, CIA’s
chemical engineer, who dedicated himself to contaminate a scuba diving suit that
would be used by the Cuban leader, in order to inoculate him with the bacteria of
tuberculosis.
Fidel’s warning materialized strongly in
the first half of the 80’s when the United States introduced hemorrhagic dengue that provoked a breakout in the island
of 344,203 cases, furthermore denying
the possibility to acquire from the United States que chemical product (abate) to
fight the spread agent. In the same fashion and around the same time, the hemorrhagic conjunctivitis virus was inoculated
into the island, a pandemic that until then
had never been seen in the hemisphere. It
needs to be highlighted, that at the time,
these affectations were also suffered by the
people of Nicaragua, as part of the United
State’s strategy against the Sandinista Popular Revolution. However, the biological
aggressions against Cuba from the United
States have not been only against humans,
also animals like the rabbit viral hemorrhagic, the bovine nodular pseudo-dermatosis and in plants like the plantain black
sigatoka, or the so-called sadness virus of
the citric that struck plantations and plant
nurseries.

Effectively, it is a contrasting fact that while
great part of patients with COVID-19 are
treated with Interferon Alpha 2b, president
Donald Trump, aware of his own position
of power, has recommended to inject disinfectant to combat the new coronavirus1
, having his words echoing in hundreds of
citizens that followed his recommendations and ended up hospitalized.
Paradoxically, the North-American aggression against Cuba has prompted the
country’s health system -in spite of its limitations- to be ready to face the pandemic. This, because the imperialist aggression
over the island is not limited to only economic sanctions and diplomatic offensives
against the Cuban population.
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The fact that Cuba can count on an efficient treatment against the new coronavirus is a direct result of the scientific development of healthcare in Cuba,
which grows not only as part of its historic

mission for humanity, but also as a necessity to be one step ahead of the non-conventional bacteriological warfare aggressions that the United States has applied
against the Cuban population.

The Cuban health system
A GAZE FROM THE INSIDE: UNITY IN DISTANCING

In spite of pressures, the harassment and
prosecution from the United States, Cuban
society is conformed by a resilient population in its endurance in the face of the
North-American aggressions that have impacted their lives with the setting in motion
of a clearly genocidal blockage. Still, even
if by the asymmetrical situation Cuba is the
one being attacked in this story, far from
acting the victim, le Cuban people interpret
challenges que call for unity and collective
participation.

In Cuba, the health system cannot be understood, nor can its excellent results be
valued in just measure without taking into
consideration the model that allows Cuban citizens to be the protagonists of this
story, unity in distancing, each one with a
mission, with a contribution, with a compromise to the country sustaining their
participation on trust in the state management. “There is a trust, that has been
strengthened in this time of pandemic, in
government management, in the public
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health model, in the country’s health model. As such, the neighborhood transformation workshops, the community leaders
have gathered around local government
management, that at the same time has inputs from municipal and provincial governments in a pretty clear line of direction;
in here, organized individuals of neighborhood level have joined in” highlights Llanisca Lugo, emphasizing at the same time
that “every state policy has been very centralized, which favors the pandemic management in hospitals, in food distribution,
admittance into isolation for people contacted due to positive cases, communitarian inquiries or investigations by health
personnel, students, medics, elderlies and
vulnerable people’s alimentation distributed by community centers in joint efforts
with popular power councils in each territory. All of this, has been conducted in a
very centralized way by the state.”

wholesome response from the state. About
this, Lugo states that “here, the state has
been stressing the importance for people
to maintain physical isolation, contributes
to only work. There is a lot of psychological
support and work in massive communication media and also on the internet. There
is a lot of educational and sensibilization
work, tele-classes for all children. We do
not have an internet connection that allows
for online schooling but there are classes
on the daily through the television. All of it
has generated a very state-centric situation
of management organization for the pandemic, very controlled, very centralized, in
which the population has placed their trust
in general and to which organizations have
joined”.
This protagonist participation model of
the population, subordinate to the instructions of a state that has handled responsibly the social-sanitary emergency, enables
an active mass of solidly organized sectors
in the CDR, federate women, students, social workers and health personnel to join
efforts of collective participation for the
protection of the most vulnerable social
groups. About the battle against coronavirus, Llanisca detail that “the people
has distributed food to the elderly or have
gone to volunteer to the physical isolation
centers to tend to the persons there, vigilant of testing positive or being at risk for
being in contact with positive cases. And
there they go, volunteers of the population
that then spend 15 days in isolation in case

Washington’s aggression on the island certainly reflects in limitations, in many scarcities. It turns the stage into a more complex one and imposes trials that devolve
into true challenges. Llanisca Lugo comments that “in this moment and with many
insufficiencies we arrived to the COVID-19,
where the country is taking measures in a
very centralized way to distribute what little is available in the country, what little arrives, what little is stored, so that the people, in a very symmetrical manner receive
the basic means for survival.” None the less,
this has not been an impediment to offer a
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they were infected in the process. All of
that have been tasks the people have been
taking on themselves from different organizations. Some universities of the country
have also taken to bottling or packaging
products that are necessary for the sanitation of hospital centers or institutions in
general”. In the same way, she details the
initiatives that come forth from the bosom
of the population itself, “private initiatives
of wood furniture production, such as beds
for hospitals, or farmers that have produced
food to donate it by the truckload to determined isolation centers or specific grandparent circles that are more vulnerable and
receive daily nourishments from the state;
they have been strengthened by different
associations or cooperatives related to the

National Small Farmers Association (Asociación Nacional de Agricultores Pequeños
-ANAP)”. The people’s mobilization in different tasks has been an essential example
of Cuban solidarity in their sanitary model of neighborhood activity, “The nourishment system for the family in each Cuban neighborhood, has been kept working
mainly for the elderly and people who recurrently assist to these places. There are
also small mask production processes to
distribute free of charge amongst those
who need them most because we are exposed. There have been many solidarity actions, such as plasma donations from people who have successfully gone through
the disease” specifies Llanisca.
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SOLIDARITY IS THE TENDERNESS OF THE PEOPLE:
INTERNATIONAL CUBAN BRIGADES

There is a memorable phrase by Ernesto “Che” Guevara in his speech “Make two,
three, many Vietnam”, it said: “It is not
about wishing successes for the abused,
but of running with his same luck, accompanying him to his death or to victory.” Such phrase encloses the idea that is
home to the Cuban people through their
health system when humanity has witnessed a limitless solidarity that has led
Cuba to spread it through diverse countries
in different continents of the world. Julia
Fernández highlights that this is a very particular practice of the revolution since its
conception, “Cuba Saves Lives, is a phrase
that has been in constant reproduction in
the network. That idea, that encloses a reality, was born in 1959 with the triumph of
the revolution, and as early as May 24th of
1963 the first Cuban medical collaboration took place in Argelia, with nearly 30
health care professionals, a collaboration
that stands still today. The martian ideal
that homeland is humanity and solidarity
principle, promoted by Fidel alongside other leaders of the revolution in the fields of
health care, has been recognized by countless international organisms.”

brigade’s presence as part of a plan to ideologize with the objective to indoctrinate
into the “castrean communism”, when the
truth is that effectively, the participation
of the Cuban brigades responds to a revolutionary political philosophy, conceived
within internationalism and solidarity. To
quote Che once again, in his farewell letter
before travelling into the Bolivian jungle he
said “I liberate Cuba from any responsibility, except that which stems from its example”. The arrival of medics from the island
of Cuba is not about an ideological plan,
otherwise they wouldn’t have been present in Lombardy, Italy, one of the zones
where the coronavirus struck with force
and furthermore a region governed by the
extreme right party called “the league” of
the ultra-right leader Matteo Salvini. “Casually, on May 23rd the brigade that provided medical services was fired, after two
months of work and over 5 thousand medical attentions” manifests Julia from the
Martin Luther King Center.
Another inconsistent argument, is that the
Cuban brigades are about trafficking humans who are forced to go. This affirmation can’t stand even the most subjective
analysis, when to obtain the medical title
in the island, one must go through a true
rigor that demands a strict academic discipline that many do not get to culminate
due to the educative exigence of the medic

The arguments used against Cuba to delegitimize or take away value from its international participation in this context of the
pandemic, are, without a doubt, inconsistent. There are affirmations, for example, of
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formative process. Furthermore, it is in the
Latin-American Medical School (ELAM),
where hundredths of youths from varied
countries have been trained and forged in
the likeness of Cuban teachings, to serve
and apply their knowledge in their respective countries.

like miracle mission, that restored eyesight
to many people in several countries. “In
2005, the Henry Reeve contingent was created, with health personnel; medics, nurses, health auxiliaries to face disasters. This
contingent has been offering services in
Haiti, Chile, Pakistan, Guatemala, Angola,
and was even offered to support the United States for the upheaval left by Hurricane
Catrina, their participation being rejected”
comments Julia Fernandez. About this situation of social-sanitary emergency, Fernandez comments “Under the slogan of ‘Cuba
Saves Lives’ experiences are many. There
have been hundreds of specialists that have
faced the COVID in Asia, Europe, Africa and
Latin-America. Services have been granted
to 38 countries”. It is not in vain, then, that
an idea is taking force to honor the international Cuban medica brigades with the Nobel Peace Prize.

Likewise, the charitable character of the
Cuban brigades is challenged, under argumentations that they are mobilized
by particular interests of the island. Of
course, there is an interest from Cuba in
saving lives as it has been doing for over
60 years. Mysteriously, the complement of
that argument disappears to question the
North-American “help”, or other powerful
countries.
Effectively, along more than 60 years of
revolution, in Cuba, models of solidarity
have been born about medical programs
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Cuban challenges and discussions

Effectively, Cuban conduct cannot be isolated from the process that has built its
sense along 60 years or more of revolution,
and besides with the whole group of emancipatory experiences that the Caribbean
people bring along their rebellious history. The Cuban resilience has built ideology,
and this, at the same time, has infused into
the system values that come together in
moments such as this, in a way that vocation and organizational capacity responds
to that model where no one needs to be
taught what to do, instead, together with
everyone they had built the answer on how
to do things.

socialism in its everyday practices”. This,
for Lugo, responds to project dispute in the
senses of the revolution, and the challenge
for her, is in finding an ideologic formula
between the efficient state management
that oversees the welfare of the population,
starting from the equitable distribution of
resources and safety for everyone, and the
collective group initiatives that come up
from the base of different scenarios on a
local territorial level.
The Cuban revolutionary process, its process to continue its update along the past
60 years or so, has originated from discussions in which the Cuban population actively participates. Today, in the acknowledgement of the state’s capacity to manage
effectively the social-sanitary situation,
lays in debate the argument of not debilitating associative initiatives, self-managed
by neighborhoods and communities, with
the experiences of popular economy and
popular power management. “What model, what projects will succeed over others,
how dispute will be carried out, in who?
We look towards China, search for formulas that are more like us. We continue to
believe that it is a sin to liberate productive
forces because the theory of the spilling of
goods and resources based on the benefit
of a few is a theory that has not been proven to the world” manifests Llansica. To this
idea she point out the following: “We cannot come out of the pandemic believing

LLanisca Lugo profiles a challenge for popular and revolutionary articulations of the
Cuban people in moments that because of
the sanitary situation imposed by the new
coronavirus the state has had to be hands
on in all kinds of decisions. About this, she
comments “A void is perceived within the
popular power initiatives that may arise in
a non-subordinate logic to the public politics or state politics, then to us it seems like
it is a fundamental challenge to rebuild or
re-spark, as soon as the moment of gravity we are living through has passed, all the
riches of popular management, of popular
initiatives that in the fields of culture, society, economy, are being generated in the
country, because to the Martin Luther King
Center, a fundamental objective is to develop that revolutionary association to deepen
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that socialism is scarcity, difficulties and
distribution of minimal resources, and that
capitalism, liberation of productive forces
and the market as a protagonist is what we
would have to face once we make it out of
this situation.”

in a plane where many people do not participate because they are fighting and resisting daily to live, to buy food, to organize
their everyday life, to not get sick, to stand
with their most vulnerable family members”
comments Llanisca. This also constitutes
an essential part of the discussion, in evaluating the impact of the pandemic it is not
reduced to only the numbers of contagion,
of recovered or deceased. It must be mentioned that in Cuba, over 77% of positive
cases of coronavirus are already recovered.

It is also important to understand, that
many Cuban people in this context participate directly in the discussions, albeit not
consciously, because they are tending to in
their day to day all the actions that the social-sanitary emergency of the COVID-19
demand. “There are debates that the country is holding over the projects that are in
dispute about the rightful place of politics in its relation with the economy in the
sense of the revolution. It is very important
to understand that all this debates are held

In the global situation due to coronavirus, the impact Cuba has had transcends
the strictly sanitary as we have been able
to observe, since it also advances towards
understood disputes within revolutionary
logic, to value the support of the state, to
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orient oneself according to their indications, but also questioning the idea of state
centrality in its relation with popular initiatives in neighborhood and diverse communities of the island. It is without a doubt,
an interesting discussion, in a very special
context where in spite of the permanent
North-American aggression, not only is scientific advancement reinforced in Cuban
health, there are also popular processes in
construction. LLanisca comments that “we
don’t have a serious synthesis or reflection yet about what we could generate as
self-organized society, beyond saying that
as usual, we have supported a state that
in this situation has operated with much

serenity, with much responsibility, with
much autonomy, with much authority and
that we believe has honored the cumulative
efforts of the Cuban revolution”. Along this
line, some territories have encountered the
way to explain the inputs of popular management at the frontline of territorial power in different tasks. The new technological
tools have served to reflect, study, share
documents and review formative systems
for them to continue strengthening and
consolidating a model that in this atypical
situation has demonstrated to be not only
for Latin-America but also the world, one
of the most effective.
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